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For a Banach space E and for 1 < p < co let L:(p) = Ll(S, 9, p) denote 
all Bochner p-integrable E-valued functions on a measure space (S, I, p). 
Under study are convergence theorems for integrals of functions in L&L) 
with respect to Nemytskii measures. Weak integrals are then denoted to 
Hammerstein operators, and a study of topologies generated by vector measures 
leads to a characterization of compact Hammerstein operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (S, a, p) denote a measure space where p is a positive measure and 99 
is the u-algebra +) of all p-measurable subsets of S. For a Banach space E and 
for 1 < p < co let L;(p) d enote all Bochner p-integrable (with respect to CL) 
E-valued functions on S. Let ND be the seminorm on L:(p) defined by 
N,(f) = [I l/lp+](l’n)~ fEL%‘). 
The first section of this article is a study of convergence theorems for integrals 
of functions in Lg(p) with respect to Nemytskii measures of type 2. Weak 
integrals will be devoted to Hammerstein operators. The last section will be a 
study of topologies generated by vector measures and it leads to a character- 
ization of compact Hammerstein operators. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
Let E and F be Banach spaces. For a function r from E into F and for 01 > 0 
let r, be the restriction of r to the closed ball B(0, a) of E. We let 
II r, II = sWl+9ll: e E WI, 4, 
Dar, = sup{11 r(e) - r(e’)ll: e, e’ E B(0, a); e - e’ E: B(0, a)}, 
for CY > 0 and 6 > 0. 
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We let L:(E, F) be th e I inear space of all functions Y jrom E into F satisfying the 
following conditions. 
(i) f(0) = 0, 
(ii) /I Y, // < co for any 01 > 0, 
(iii) lim D,r, = 0 as 6 converges to zero for any 01 > 0. That is, U(E, F) 
is the space of all functions from E into F bounded on the closed balls B(0, a) 
and uniformly continuous on bounded sets of E. 
For each 01 > 0, the space U,(E, F) = {ra: Y E U(E, F)} is a Banach space with 
norm ya --f // r, /j . 
We consider now finitely additive set functions from a u-algebra 93 of an 
abstract set S into U(E, F). We wish to define our concept of a Nemytskii 
measure. 
For a. > 0, we let m, be the finitely additive set function from SY into U&E, F) 
such that m,(B) = m(B)a f or all B E ~47. The semivariation of m on B, B E 8, is 
defined as 
sv(m, , B) = SUP ii 1 m(h) ei 11, 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with {B,} pairwise disjoint 
elements in 9 contained in B and Ij C xe,ei I/ < 01. Here xa is the characteristic 
function associated with A, A ES?‘. 
Also for 6 > 0 the hzmivariation of m on B is defined as 
sv6h , B) = SUP 11 c b@J ei - W’d e’il /I , 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with {B,} E a, pairwise 
disjoint, contained in B, /I C xBjei /I < a, II C xt,e’i II < 01 and II C xB,ei - 
C xef,e’i II G 6. 
AU such measures we denote by IV,[g, U(E, F)]. A finitely additive set func- 
tion m from 9Y into U(E, F) is called a Nemytskii measure of type 2 if 
(4 4s , S), < co and 
(b) lima,, Mm, , S), = 0 for any OL > 0. 
Here we are using the p-semivariation and q-Ssemivariation which we now 
define. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a subset of 5’. 
(a) For c1 > 0 the q-semivariation of m on A is defined as 
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where the supremum is taken over the finite sums with Ai E @ disjoint and 
contained in A, and N,(C xa,ei) < (Y (iV, denotes the p-norm). 
(b) For (Y > 0 and 8 > 0 the q-ksemivariation of m on A is defined as 
svdm, , 4, = SUP 111 I%(&) ei - m(A’d e’il /I , 
where the supremum is taken over the finite sums with Ai E 9? (Ai’ E a) disjoint 
and contained in A, 
and 
N, (C XA$) < 01, N, (C xAtftj < 01, 
No (1 XA ,ei - C XL/i 1 
< 6. 1 
In our paper “Integration Theory for Hammerstein Operators” (see [23]) 
we have used the Nemytskii measures of type 1, as Batt did in [6]. However, the 
Nemytskii measures of type 2 whose class we denote by N,[g, U(E,F)] were 
used by Alb and de Korvin in [4]. 
Let (S, .G@, p) be a measure space, where S is an abstract set, 9 is the a-alge- 
bra of all p-measurable subsets of S, and p is a positive measure on @. The 
collection of the p-integrable functions f: S -+ E is denoted by L&L). If 
E = R-reals then we write Lp(p) instead of L:(p). On L:(p), we designate the 
function N,(f) = [s 1 f 12, dp] l/p that defines a seminorm which generates a 
topology called the topology of the convergence in mean of order ;P. A sequence 
{fn} in L:(p) is said to converge in mean of order p, or simply in the p-norm, to a 
function f~ L:(p), if lim,,, Np(fn - f) = 0. The space a,(@) is dense in 
L:(p) (see [ 11, p. 227, Corollary 21). 
Now, let T be a function from a functional space 9 into F (or C); for example, 
9=L$).Forol>Oand6>Oput 
and 
II T l/a = sup{/I T(f)ll:f E B(o, a)}, 
D8T~ = SUP I/ c [T(xA,et) - T(X,Q’,)] /I; ,
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with {Ai) and {A’J 
partitions of S from 9, {e,>, and {e’$} elements of E, C xa,ei and C xa,,e’i both 
in B(“, a) (c xA .et - c xApse’i) E B(O, 6). 
In the preceding definitions B(0, r) denotes the set of functions f c L:(p) 
such that N,(f) < Y. 
DEFINITION. A continuous function T: 9 -+ F (or C) is said to be a Hammer- 
stein operator if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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(i) T(0) = 0, 
(ii) i T ilcL < CO, for anv cy ;- 0, 
(iii) lim,,, D,T, = 0, . 
(iv-) T(f +h -tfJ = T(f +h> i- T(f +fi) - T(f), for all f ,  fi and 
fz in F such thatf, and fi have disjoint supports. 
Remark 1. Condition (ii) implies that T is bounded on B(0, a). Condition (iii) 
implies that T is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of 9. Usually an 
operator which satisfies (i) and (iv) is called a Hammerstein operator. In this 
setting the term Hammerstein operator refers to a function satisfying (i), (ii), 
(iii), (iv). Th e co ec ion of the Hammerstein operators from 3 into F (resp. C) is II t 
denoted by HP(R,F) (resp. HP(9)). 
In the following theorem, S denotes a locally compact Hausdorfi space, 99 
denotes the Bore1 semitribe generated by compact subsets of S, and TV denotes a 
nonnegative regular Bore1 measure on 9 which is finite on compact subsets of S. 
In L:(p) consider the subspaces K(S, E) and K(S, I) of all continuous functions 
with compact supports from S into E and from S into the unit interval I, 
respectively. The following is given in [4]. 
THEOREM A. There exists an algebraic isomorphism betweef2 the Hammerstein 
operators from L;(p) into F satisfying 
(4 SUP c KY”z a T(qif,) j < 03, where Yap E F* and the supremum is taken 
over qi E K(S, I) with pairwise disjoint supports, fi E K(S, E) with [/ fi !jrn < 6, 
N,{fJ <aa, i = I,..., n, and the Nemytskii measures verifying the following 
additiorLal conditions: 
(c) For each CY > 0, m,,, is regular, 
(d) for every y* EF*, sup{C / s qifi dm,* I} is jnite, where the supremum 
is taken as in (v), 
(e) if the net (CY”~, Y)LIZ converges to <y*, y) for all y  f  F, tlzen 
RSfdm, Y*~)h7 converges to <s f dm, y*) for all f in L:(p). This corres- 
pondence is given by 
T(f) = J’f dm, f~Gw* 
For the characterization of compact Hammerstein operators, the notions of 
adjoint and compact nonlinear operators will be needed (see [8] for further 
information). 
Let T be a Hammerstein operators from 9 (for example, 9 may be &P(p)) 
into the scalars. For each or > 0, the restriction T, of T to the ball B(0, R) of F 
is bounded. Consequently, one may consider HP(F) as a space of type Ea (as 
described in [S]). The topology on EB is given by the seminorm pa( 2’) = 11 T jja . 
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Now let T E HP(s, F). T maps bounded sets into bounded sets; thus, the 
adjoint T* of T can be defined as follows (see [8, p. 91). 
DEFINITION. For every y* E F*, let T*y* be the scalar-valued function on F 
given by 
(T*y*)f = (Y*, T(f)), fg 9. 
It is easy to verify that T* is a linear mapping from F* into HP(F). T* is 
called the adj,& of T. 
DEFINITION. A Hammerstein operator T: 9 -+ F is said to be compact if the 
images of the balls B(0, a) of 9 are relatively compact in F. 
In the setting the following definitions will be used with some slight modifica- 
tions: 
DEFINITION. (See [17].) A finitely additive set function m from L% into 
L(E, F) is said to be variational semiregular (v.s.r.) if for any decreasing sequence 
(A,) in ~3 such that nz-, A, = % ((A,) 1 m)), 
;ir ?qA,) = 0 
(fi is the semivariation of m in the sense of [l 11). 
DEFINITION. A vector measure m from L@ into a Banach space X is said to be 
strongly bounded if for every sequence (A,) of mutually disjoint sets in a’, 
THEOREM B. (See [24, p. 999, Th eorem 1; 25, p. 220, Theorem 31.) Let m 
be a $nitei$ additive set function from g into a Banach space. If  m is strongly 
bounded, then there exists a positive finitely additive set function v  deJned on S? 
such that m is continuous with respect to v, i.e., 
THEOREM C. (See [26, p. 674, Corollary 31). Let m be a$niteZy additive set 
function from 9 into a Banach space X. If  there exists a nonnegative jinitely 
additive set function Y on 93 such that m is v-continuous (i.e., continuous with 
respect to v), then m has a relatively weakly compact range. 
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3. NONLINEAR INTEGRALS OF FUNCTIONS IN L:(p) 
Now let m E N,[Z8, U(E,F)] and let f  = C Xa,ei be an E-valued Akimple 
function. The strong integral off with respect to m is de$ned by the equality 
(s) 1 f  dm = 1 m(A,) ei . 
PROPOSITION 1. If  {fn} is a sequence of SY-simple functions converging in the 
p-norm to a function f  E L&CL), then the sequence {(s) s fn dm} is convergent in F. 
Proof. Let 6 = N,(f, -h). It is clear that 6 ---f 0 as i, j --f 03. Since 
NV(fn) + N,(f), then there exists 01 > Np(fn) for all n. For such OL 
This shows that II(s) Jfg dm - (s) sfi dm 11 converges to 0 as i,j-+ CO. Hence, 
((s) sfn dm) is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space F. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let {fJ and (gn} be two sequences of simple functions. If  f(fJ 
and (g,> convevge in the p-norm to the same limit, then 
lim fn dm = lim s 
Proof. Put 6 = ND(fn -g,J an d use the same argument as in the preceding 
proof. 
Remark 2. Since the space gE(g) is dense in F&CL) (see [ll, p. 227, Corol- 
lary I]), then for f  E L:(p) there exists a sequence {fn> of g-simple functions 
converging in the p-norm to f .  This justifies the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. The strong integral of f  EL’&) with respect to a Nemytskii 
measure m E NJ@, U(E, F)] is defined by 
(4 /f  dm = &(s) jfa dm, 
where (fJ is a sequence of %simple functions converging in the p-norm to f .  
Remark 3. Let A be a p-measurable set. If f  E L:(p), then it is p-measurable 
.by definition. It follows that fXA is p-measurable (see [ 11, p. 91, Proposition lo]). 
Also, 1 f 1 ED’(~) (see [ll, p. 218, Proposition 21). Since 1 fxA 1 < If j , then 
fxA E L:(F) (see [I 1, p. 218, Proposition 31). Thus, (s) jfxA dm is well defined 
and is denoted by (s) sA f  dm. 
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LEMMA 1. If f EL:(p) and A is a p-measurable set, then 
//(S)Jlqfdm//~sv(m.,A),, fora>Ndf). 
Proof. Let (fn} b e a sequence of .!%simple functions converging in the 
p-norm to f. fn can be chosen so that ND(&) < N,(f). The sequence fnxA con- 
verges to fxA in the p-norm. For n large enough, Np(f,xa) < Np(f,,) < a, for 
01 3 N,(f). Thus 116) jfnxll dmll < $m,, A), for n large enough. It follows 
that 
LEMMA 2. Let f, g E L:(p). If N,(f - g) < 6, then 
11 (4 jfdm - (4 1 g dm 11 < @may S), 
for 01 t mMN,(f), N,(g)}. 
Proof. In the case of simple functions 
11 (4 jfdm - (4 I g dm 11 < sv&, , S), < m(m. , S), , 
where 6 3 N,(f--g) and a 2 m={N,(f), N,(g)}. 
Now let f, g E L:(p) and let (f,J and {g,J b e se q uences of simple functions 
converging in the p-norm to f and g, respectively. Choose f, and g, so that 
ND(fn) < N,(f) and N&J < N,(g). For a 3 max{N,(f), N,(g)) and for n 
large enough, 
NJfn) G % NhJ G a(, N,(fn - f) < s/2, N&l -g> < a/2. 
It follows that N,(fn - g,) < 26. So 
II(s) Jf= dm - (4 J gn dm 11 d sdma. , 9, . 
A limit argument gives the required inequality. 
PROPOSITION 3. If A and B are disjoint p-measurable sets and f E LED(p), them 
(4 J‘,,,f dm = (4 J*f dm + (4 /,I dm- 
Proof. From the definition of the integral and the additivity of m, it is 
obvious that this equality holds for simple functions. Therefore, it holds for 
functions in L;(p) by passing to limits. 
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A straightforward calculation now gives 
PROPOSITION 4. Let f,  fi , fi E L:(p) be such that A, n A, = O, where 
Ai = support (fJ, i = 1,2. Then 
(s)S(f+fi+~~)dm=(s)S(f+f,)dm+(s)S(f+ff,)dm-(s)Sfdm. 
. 
DEFINITION 3. A sequence {fn} of functions from S into E is said to converge 
in measure with respect to m E iV,[g, U(E, F)] if for any E > 0, 
lim SV(WZ, , En), = 0, 
n-cc 
where E, = {s: j/fn(s) -f(s)/1 >, l }. 
Remark 3. Let {fnk} be a double sequence of functions in L:(p) such that 
(9 Ifnkl <Wf or any n and (ii) there exists a function g E LP(p) so that 
) fnk / <g for any n and any k. For a fixed k, consider the sequence &, = 
SUP{lfik I I..., 1 fnk I}. The functions &, are p-measurable and the sequence (+J 
is increasing. Furthermore, $n <g for any n. So I& ELP(~) (see [ll, p. 218, 
Proposition 31). Also, sup% Np(+,) < N,(g) < CO. It follows that sup+* = 
sup% 1 fnk 1 E LP(p) (see [I 1, p. 224, Theorem 21). Let gk = sup% ]fnk 1 . By (i), 
g, < l/k. So lim,,,g, = 0. (gk) is a sequence inL+) dominated by g EL*(~), 
then by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem (see [ll, p. 223, Theorem 
l]), (gk) converges to 0 in the p-norm, i.e., lim,,, ND(&) = 0. For any n, 
I fnk ) <gk; so, N9(fnk) < ND(&). It follows that ND(fnk) converges to 0 as 
k+ co, uniformly with respect to n. 
THEOREM 1. Let {fn} be a sequence of functions in L:(p) suck that 
(i) (fn) converges in measure to f  E L:(p), 
(ii) there exists a function g E LP(p) such that ) f,, I < g for all n. 
Then {(s) sfn dm) converges to (s) sf dm. 
Proof. For a given positive integer k, let 
En,” = {s: Ilfn(s) -f(s)ll > l/k). 
For any positive integer n, 
II(s) Ifa dm - (s) sf dm )I 
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where Et’ = S - En”. For 01 > max{N,(f), N,(g)}, 
Now, let gnk = fxE;* - jx8i*. ThenIg,~~<l/KforanynandIg,~~<~Ifl+ 
g ED’(~) for any n and any K. By Remark 3, lim,,, ND(gnk) = 0 for any z. 
For 6,” = NP(gnk), 
/I (4 jEk, fn dm - 6) jEk,f dm (( < svs6 &, , S), . 
n ” 
Therefore, 
(1 (s) jjn dm - (s) j f dm (/< 2sv(mol 9 E’,“,, t SVQc(m, > s), 
for any n and any k. Since Em,,, Snk = 0 for any n, then lim,,, SV,~,X(WZ~, S), = 
0 for any ti. Thus, for any E > 0, there is k, such that k > kO implies 
svza,k(m, , S), < E for any n. Hence, 
)I (9 s fn dm - (4 j f dm II< Wm, , Es”) + E 
for any n and any k > k,, . It follows that 
kz 11 (s) .ffn dm - (s) If dm /I < E for any E > 0. 
This shows that lim,,, i](s) Jfn dm - (s) Jf dm Ij = 0. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark 4. The set function m is said to be absolutely continuous with respect 
to p if lim,(,),, sv(m, , A), = 0 for any cll > 0. In this case, if the sequence 
(jn} in &Q(P) converges in measure to f EL&A) with respect to p, i.e., for any 
E > 0, lim n+m p(E,) = 0 (where En = 1s: IIfs -f(s)11 >, 4, then fn -f in 
measure with respect to m. 
This gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Assume m is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Let (fn} be a 
sequence in L:(p) such that 
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(i) {fJ converges to f  EL;(~) in measure with respect to p, 
(ii) there exists a function g E LP(p) such that ~ fil ! < g for all n. 
Then {(s) sfn dm} converges to (s) sf dm 
DEFINITION 4. A set function m: 9 -+ U(E, F) is said to be variationally 
semiregular (v.s.r.) if sv(m, , S), < 00 and sv(m, , A,), converges to 0 for any 
01> 0 and any sequence (A,) of p-measurable sets such that (An) 1 #J. 
DEFINITION 5. A sequence {fn} of f unctions from S into E is said to con- 
verge m-almost everywhere (m-a.e.) to a function f: S -+ E if there exists a 
p-measurable set A such that sv(m( , A)* = 0 for all 01 and fn(s) -f(s) on 
S - A. 
LEMMA 3. If  the set function m is jkitely additive, then sv(m, , .), is finitely 
subadditive for any ol > 0. 
Proof. (See [ll, p. 247, Property 131). 
LEMMA 4. If  a sequence {fn} of p-measurable functions converges m-a.e. to a 
p-measurable function f  and if m is v.s.r., then {fn} converges to f  in measure with 
respect to m. 
Proof. For an arbitrary E > 0 let E,, = {s: /I fn(s) -f (s)iI 3 E}. Put A, = 
En - N, where N is a p-measurable set such that sv(m, , N), = 0 for any ol > 0 
and f%(s) -f(s) f  or s E S - N. It is easy to prove that lim,,, A, = 4. If 
Bi = uTEi Aj , then (Bi) J+. Since m is v.s.r., then lim,,, sv(m, , B& = 0. The 
inclusion A, C Bi implies sv(m, , Ai), < sv(m, , Bi), . It follows that 
lirniem sv(m, , A,), = 0. E, can be written as E, = A, u (E,,\N); therefore, 
by Lemma 3, 
sv(m, , En), < sv(m, , A,), + sv(m, , E,\N), < sv(m, ,A,), . 
Hence, lim,,, sv(m, , E,), = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Assume m is v.s.r. Let {f-} be a sequence of functions in L;(p) 
such that 
(i) {fn} converges to f  EL;(p) m-a.e., 
(ii) there is a function g ELP(~) such that If,, j <g for all n. Then the 
sequence {(s) Jfn dm} convmges to (s) Jf dm. 
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 4. 
Let (fn} be a sequence inL&). If {fJ converges to f  almost everywhere with 
respect to p and if there exists g alp such that j fn j < g for all n, then by 
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Lebesgue’s theorem the functionfbelongs to LEP(p) and lim,,, N,(f% -f = 0.) 
For 01 > maxW,(f), N,(g)) and 6 = Np(fn -f>, 
This shows that lim,,, II(s) Jfn dm - (4 Jfdm II = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5. Assume m is v.s.r. Let {fn} be a sequence of functions in 
L:(p) suck that 
(i) (fJ converges m-a.e. to a p-measurable function f, 
(ii) there is a function g E Lp(p) suck that I fn j < g for all n. Then 
{(s) jfn dm} is a Caucky sequence. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, the sequence {f,J converges to f  in measure with 
respect to m. Let E,” = (s: llfn(s) -f (s)ll 2 l/K} and AFj = E: u E,” for any 
positive integers i, j, and K. By Lemma 3 and by the convergence in measure of 
(fn), 
lim sv(m, , Afj), = 0. 
i,jdm 
For any positive integers i and j, 
/l(s) jfi dm - (s) jfj dm\\ 
(9 j fi dm II 
A;; ’ 
where 01 > ND(g) and A!; = S - A:* . 
Let gFj = fiXat* - fjXAk’ . Then 1 g$ I < 2/k and I gFj / < 2g for any i, j, and k. 
An argument similar to*‘Remark 3 shows that SFj = ND(gFj) converges to 0 
uniformly for all i and j as k -+ CO. Thus, given l > 0, there exists k, such that 
k > k, implies svas,,(mol , S), < E for all i and j. So, 
/I (s) 1.h dm - (s) j.h dm 11 < 2sv(m, , A% + E 
for all i and j. The proposition follows by a simple limit argument. 
DEFINITION 5. A sequence {f*} of functions from S into E is said to converge 
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asymptotically in measure (with respect to m) to a junction j if for any E > 0 and 
any 01 > 0, 
where E, = {s: /I jk(s) -j(s)]/ > ~1. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let { jn} be a sequence of junctions in L:(p) such that 
(i) {fn} converges asymptotically in measure to a p-measurable junction f, 
(ii) there is a junction g ELP(~) such that 1 fn j <g jor a n. Then the 
sequence {(s) sfn dm) is a Cauchy sequence. 
Proof. Let Enk and A& be defined as in the prededing proof and let 
Pn = sv(mllfnll 9 .I* * Define gz = fixA;; - j3xA;; and put S$ = iV,(gfj). As 
above, Sfj converges to 0 uniformly for all i and1 as k -+ 00. A simple argument 
shows that 
for o( > N,(g). From the asymptotic convergence in measure and from the fact 
that S:j converges to 0 uniformly for all i and j as k -+ co it follows that 
Jiim 11 (s) j ji dm - (s) j jj dm /I = 0. 
Hence, {(s) jfn dm} is a Cauchy sequence. 
LEMMA 5. Assume m is v.s.r. and sv(m, , .), is countably subadditive for all 
01 > 0. Let {fn} be a sequence of p-measurable junctions converging m-a.e. to a 
p-measurable junction f. For every E > 0 there is a p-measurable set B such that 
sv(m, , B) < E and fn -+ j uniformly on S - B. 
Proof. First assume that fa(s) -fj(s) for all s E S. Define 
B,” = u {s: IIf&> - f(s)11 t l/k). 
iw 
For a fixed k the sequence (BIL7~)~zI is decreasing and converges to 4. Since m is 
v.s.r., then sv(m, , Bnk)B -+ 0 as n + 00. Given E > 0, for each k there exists 
n(k) such that sv(m, , B$J, < </Zk. Let B = u& Bit,, . Since sv(m, , .), is 
countably subadditive, then sv(m, , B)* < E. 
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Now, 
S - B = fi (S - BE(,)) 
L=l 
= fil (s: IIfi(s) - f(s)11 < l/k for all i > n(k)}. 
Given 6 > 0 there is k such that l/k < 6. For all s E (S - B), ilfi(s) -f(s)11 < 
l/k < 6 for i >, n(k). This proves that f, + f uniformly on S - B. 
Since the set of all p-measurable functions from S into E is a vector space 
(see [ll, p. 101, Corollary l]), then fi -f is p-measurable for all i. It follows 
that B,” is p-measurable for all k and n. Consequently, B is p-measurable. 
Now suppose f,, -+ f outside a set NE 9 such that sv(m, , N), = 0 for all 
a > 0. Define 
gn = fnxs-N and g =fxs--N * 
The sequence (g,) converges to g. Given E > 0, there exists a p-measurable set 
B’ such that sv(m, , B’), < Q andg, +g uniformly on S - B’. Let B = N u B’. 
Then B is p-measurable and 
sv(m, , B), d sv(m, , N), + sv(m, , B’)g < sv(m, , B’)n < E. 
OnS-B 
uniformly. 
fnN = &(4 -+ m = f (4 
PROPOSITION 7. Assume p is Jinite, m is v.s.r. and sv(m, , .), is countably 
subadditive. Let {fn> be a sequence of functions in LED(p) such that 
(i) {f%} converges m-a.e. to a p-measurable function f : S -+ E, 
(ii) there is a function g EL”(~) such that 1 f% 1 <g for all n. 
Then ((4 J’fn d m > is a Cauchy sequence and its limit depends only on f. 
Proof. By Proposition 5, the sequence {(s) sfn dm} is a Cauchy sequence. 
Suppose {gn} is also a sequence in L:(p) verifying (i) and (ii). Then {fn - g,) 
converges to 0 m-almost everywhere. By Lemma 5, there exists a p-measurable 
set B such that sv(m, , B)U < l/k for any c1 > 0 and {f,, - g,J converges to 0 
uniformly on S - B. For any positive integer n and for 01 3 N,(g), 
11 (S) j fn dm - (4 1 g, dm I! 
< 2sv(m,, Bh + II(s) j--,fn dm - (4 sS_, g, dm /I . 
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Since (fn - gJ - 0 uniformly on S --- R, then ~jfiz~,s--B - gnxS..B C. 1 jk for rz 
large enough. This gives 
Thus, 
iI (4 j fn dm - ($1 j g, dm 11 e -‘W + SMm, , 9, . 
The right-hand side converges to 0 as K + co. Hence, 
Weak Integrals 
Let m be a finitely additive set function from 33 into lJ(E, F). Ify* is an element 
of the topological dual F* of F, then a set function my*: 53’4 U(E, C) can be 
defined by setting 
+(A) e = (m(A) e, r*>, AEG?, eEE. 
It is easy to verify that 
and 
svh,+, ,A), G liy* II sv(m,, 4, 
It follows that if m is a Nemytskii measure, then my* is also a Nemytskii measure 
for any y* in F*. One can also show that 
and 
sv(m, , A), = sup sv(myea , A), 
Y*Eo* 
sv&, , A), = SUP sv&,~a ,A& . 
Y*EO* 
The fact that my* is a Nemytskii measure for any y* E F* does not imply that m 
is a Nemytskii measure. In this section m is assumed to be a finitely additive 
set function from 33 into U(E, F) such that m,* is a Nemytskii measure of type 2 
for any y* EF*. In this case the strong integral (s) sf dm,* exists for f E&P(p) 
and the weak integral off with respect to m can be defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 6. A function f E L:(p) is said to be m-weakly integrable if 
there is an element of F, denoted by (w) jf dm, such that 
((w)Ifdm,y*) =(s)jfdmyt foranyy*EF*. 
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If m is a Nemytskii measure and if ~EL$L), then (w) jf dm exists and 
(w) Jfdm = (s) sf dm. In fact, let {fn> b e a sequence of simple functions 
converging in the p-norm to f .  Then {(s) jfn dm} converges to (s) J’f dm and 
((s) jfn dm,,} converges to (s) sf dm,* . With fn = C xa, ei , 
(4 j fn dm,* = 1 m,@d ei = ( Cm(&) ei , y *) =((s)s$dm,y*). 
Since y* is continuous, then 
(s)jfdmy*=((s)jfdm,y*). 
This shows that f  is m-weakly integrable and 
(4 jf dm = (s) jf dm. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) the sequence {f,J of m-weakly integrable functions in L:(p) converges in 
measure (with respect to m) to a function f  E L:(p); 
(ii) there exists a function g E LP such that / fn 1 < g for any n; 
(iii) there exists a Nemytskii measure (of type 2) Y such that 
SV*(%*, 9 8, G sv&, , S), , y* E u*. 
Then f  is m-weakly integrable and 
(4 j f  dm = $2(w) j fn dm. 
Proof. For every n, (w) sf,, dm exists and 
From the inequality sv(mytd , A), < 11 y* 11 sv(my*, , A), it follows that fn con- 
verges to f  in measure with respect to m,, for any y* E F*. By Theorem 1, 
$(s) ffn h,* = (4 jfdm,. . 
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Let Enk and A:j be defined as in Proposition 5. Put gfj = f&i; - fjxA:; . As in 
Proposition 5, Sfj = -VD(gfj) converges to 0 as k + cc, uniformly for all i and j. 
A simple argument shows that 
for aaN and Y*ECJ *. The convergence in measure (with respect to m) 
of {fn> and the fact that Sfj converges to 0 uniformly for all i andj as K -+ co show 
that the sequence ((s) sfn dm,,) is uniformly Cauchy for y* E CT*. It follows that 
{(w) Jfn dm} is a Cauchy sequence. It converges to an element y EF such that 
(y, y*) = lim ((w) jjn dm, y *) = lim(s) jfn dm,* = (s) 1 f  dm,, . 
This ends the proof. 
THEOREM 4. Assume m is v.s.r. and the following hold: (i) the sequence {fn} 
of m-(w) integrable functions in L:(p) converges m-a.e. to a function f  6 L:(p); 
(ii) there exists a function g EL”(~) such that 1 fn j < g for all n, (iii) there exists 
Nemytshii measure (of type 2) v  such that 
sv&h , S), < sv&, , S), , y* E u*. 
Then f is m(w) integrable and (w) sf dm = Km(w) sfn dm. 
Proof. The inequality sv(m,,, , .)Q < I/ y* 1) sv(m, , .), shows that m,, is v.s.r. 
and {fn} converges m, .-a.e. to f for any y* EF*. By Theorem 2, {(s) sfn dm,,} 
converges to (s) J’f dm,* . 
Let Enk and A$ be defined as in Proposition 5 and let gz = fiA;; - j$; . 
Again, SFj = N,(gFj) converges to 0 uniformly for all i andj as k -+ CO. As above, 
II s (‘) fi dmy* - ($1 jfj dmV* /I G 2sv(myqa , Afj& + svzb;j(my*ar 1 S), 
< 2sv(may Afj)* + SV~&~ , SIP 
for 01 > N,(g) and y* E u*. By Lemmas 3 and 4, sv(m, , A& converges to 0 as 
i, j -+ cc for any k. It follows that ((s) sfn dm,,} is uniformly Cauchy for y * E u*. 
Hence, l(w) .ffn d m is a Cauchy sequence. The theorem is proved by another > 
limit argument. 
' PROPOSITION 8. Let {fn} be a sequence of m-(w) integrable functions in. L;(p). 
Assume m is v.s.r. and the following hold: 
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(i) {f,,} converges m-ax. to a p-measurable function f, 
(ii) there is a function g E LQ) such that 1 fn 1 < g for all n, 
(iii) there is a Nemytskii measure v  such that 
sv&b , S), < SVs(% , s>, > y* E u*. 
Then {(w) sfn dm) is a Cauchy sequence. 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 4. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (fn> b e a sequence of m-(w) integrable functions in L:(p). 
Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) (f,,} converges asymptotically in measure (with respect to m) to a 
p-measurable function f, 
(ii) there is a function g EL+) such that 1 fn 1 < g fw all n, 
(iii) there is a Nemytskii measure v  such that 
Then {(w) j’f,, dm} is a Cauchy sequence. 
Proof. With the notation of Proposition 6 a similar argument gives 
/I s (4 fi dm,* - (4 1 h dm,* 11 
The asymptotic convergence in measure of {fn} and the fact that Sf, converges 
to 0 uniformly for all i and j as k + co show that {(s) sfn dmyr) is uniformly 
Cauchy for y* E u*. It follows that {(w) jfn dm} is a Cauchy sequence. 
PROPOSITION 10. Assume p is finite, m is v.s.r. and sv(m, , a) is countably 
subadditive. Let {f,,} be a sequence of m-(w) integrable functions in L:(p) and 
suppose the following conditions hold: 
(i) (fn} converges m-a.e. to a ~-measurable function f  : S -+ E, 
(ii) there is a function g E Lp(p) such that [ fn 1 <g for all n, 
(iii) there is a Nemytskii measure v  such that 
sv&h , s>, G sv,(v, , S), , y* E u*. 
Then {(w> sfn d m is a Cauchy sequence and its limit depends only on f. > 
409163/3-3 
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Proof. By Proposition 8, the sequence ((w) sf,, dm) is a Cauchy sequence. 
The same argument as in Proposition 7 shows that if {g,} is also a sequence of 
m-(w) integrable functions in L:(p) verifying (i) and (ii), then 
I/ (s) j f,, dm,* - (s) 1 g, dm,* 11 G 2/k + SVZS(V~ , 9, f  y* E u*, 
where 6 = l/k . p(S)l/p. It follows that 
// (4 If% dm - (4 1 g, am 11 < 2/k + SYM(G ,S), . 
This completes the proof. 
Hammerstein Operators on L&p) 
In the case where S is a locally compact space, 9 is the semitribe generated 
by compact subsets of S and p is a positive Bore1 measure on 92, finite on compact 
subsets of S, there is an integral representation of Hammerstein operators on 
Le+) verifying some additional conditions. If .4? is a u-algebra of subsets of an 
abstract set S, a similar representation theorem is obtained when p is finite. 
PROPOSITION 11. Assume p is$nite on 3Y. There exists an algebraic isomorphism 
between HP(Li(p),P) and IV&@, U(E, F)]. This isomorphism is given by 
T(f) = (4 jf dm, f GW 
Moreover, if T and m are in correspondence, then 
I/ Tll, = sv(m, , 9, and DJ, = Sv&, , S), . 
In addition, the adjoint T* of T maps F* into HP(Li(p)) in such a manner that 
(T*y*)f = (s) j” f dm,. , f EL%), Y* EF”. 
Proof. Let m E NJ.@, lJ(E, F)]. To m asso$ate T: L&FL) -tF defined by 
T(f) = (s) jf dm, f EL&). 
One can verify that 
and D,T, = svd(mor , S), . 
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This shows that I/ T I/U < 00 and lim,,, D,T, = 0. It is clear that T(0) = 0. Also, 
T verifies the Hammerstein property by Proposition 4. Hence, T is a Hammer- 
stein operator. It is easy to prove that the correspondence m -+ T is an injection. 
Now, let T E HP(L&), I;). For A E ,% consider the mapping m(A): E --+ F 
defined by 
m(A) e = T(xA, e E E. 
Since p is finite, then 11 e11 < 01 implies N,(xAe) < 01 * &4)l/” = ,!! < co. Thus, 
I/ nz(A), 11 < // T llU < CO. It is obvious that m(A) 0 = 0. One can also prove that 
D&A), < QYT~, where fi = ap(A)Q’ and 6’ = Sp(A)II”. It follows that 
lim,,, Dam(A), = 0. So, m(A) E U(E, F). It is easy to see that m is finitely 
additive and 
Mm,, 9, < II T l/a, SV&G > S), = D,T, . 
This shows that m is a Nemytskii measure. 
Let f EL:(p). Since gE(9) ’ d IS ense in L:(p), then there is a sequence (fn) 
of @-simple functions converging to f in the p-norm. With fn = jJ xA,ei, 
T(fti) = c m(4) ei = (~1 /fn dm. 
As n -+ 00 the sequence ((s) sfn dm) converges to (s) s f dm and the sequence 
T(jJ converges to T(f) ( since T is continuous). Therefore, 
T(f) = (4 If dm. 
DEFINITION 7. An operator T: L&) +F is said to be unconditionally 
summing if Cz,=r I(fn , U)l < 03 for every U EL&)* implies that Czmz T(fJ 
is unconditionally convergent. 
In the following theorem a is the Bore1 semitribe generated by compact 
subsets of a locally compact HausdorfI space S and p is a regular positive measure 
which is finite on compact sets of g. 
THEOREM 5. Let T E HP(L&), F) and let m be its representi% measure in 
N,[a, U(E, F)] (see Th eorem A). If T is unconditionally summing, then, for any 
sequence (Kn> of compact subsets of S and any sequence (e,) in E such that 
{N,(CE_, xK,e,,) = k 2 1) is bounded, the series zrCl m(K,) e, is unconditionally 
convergent. 
Proof. Let U EL:(p)*. There exists a measure m,: .@ + E* with 
&(A) < CXJ for A E Yof, such that 
u(f) = fr dm,, forf EL%4 
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(see [II, p. 261, Corollary 11). Hence, 
Let a. = supr N,(~~=, X&en) and put e,’ = (l/a) e, . Then, N,(&, ~~“-9,‘) < 
1. so, 
It follows that 
Hence, 
i m(KJ en = f T(xK,en) 
fl=l n=1 
is unconditionally convergent. This completes the proof. 
For Hammerstein operators on L:(p), the “strong additivity property” 
T(f + fl +a = T(f + fl) + T(f + fa) - T(f) (1) 
(fr and fi have disjoint supports) is equivalent to the “additivity property” 
wl + fi> = T(fd + T(fJ. (2) 
In fact, it is obvious that (1) implies (2). Now suppose T verifies (2). Let A be 
the support of fi . The sets A and S - A are p-measurable. If  g EL&), then 
Igl=~w4. so, lgxalP= IgI=xA and I gxs-a Ip = I g ID xS- 4 are in L’(P) 
(see [1 1, p. 1221). It follows that gxa and gxSPA are in L:(p). Thus, 
(f + fi ifi) xa = (f + fl) Xa and (f + fi + fi> xsu = (f + fd XSA are func- 
tions in &P(p) with disjoint supports and their sum is f  +fi +f2 . Hence, 
T(f + fi + fi) = T(f + fd XA + T(f + fi) XS--A + GYf 1 - T(f)). 
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Since the functions JCXA = (f +fs) xa and fxSmA = (f +fr) xs-a have disjoint 
supports and since their sum isf, then 
T(f + fi + fd 
= T(f + fi) XA + T(f + fi) X.7-A + T(f + fi) X.+-A + T(f + fi) XA - T(f) 
= T(f + fd + T(f + fi) - T(f). 
This shows that (2) implies (1). 
Topologies Generated by Vector Measures 
Let m: 9 + U(E, F) be a finitely additive function. For y* E F*, A E @ and 
(Y > 0 define 
dn,A(Y*) = =‘h/*u 7 A), . 
LEMMA 6. P&,~ is a semi-norm on F*. 
Proof. See Lemma 4. 
Now, let Qa denote the set of all finitely additive set functions m: S? + U(E, F) 
such that sv(m, , S), < 00. In the setting T,(m, A) denotes the topology generated 
by a single seminorm P:,~ , T,(m) denotes the topology generated by {P:,~: 
A E a’>, and -rti denotes the topology generated by {pkaA : A E 9, m E QJ. 
DEFINITION 8. The boundary &2J of 0, is defined to be the set of all 
m E Sz, such that if A E 9? then there exists y* E u* so that sv(m,,, , A)Q = 
sv(m, , A). 
PROPOSITION 12. I f  CT* is compact in the topology r,(m, A), then there exists 
y*EU* so that sv(m,,, , A), = sv(m, , A), . 
Proof. Since sv(m, , A), = SUP~*~~* sv rnleor , A), , then there is a sequence ( 
{y*J in u* such that sv(m,, (I, A)q - sv(m, , A), . Since u* is compact, then 
{y*%} must have an accumu&ion point y* E u* in the topology T,(m, A). For 
the simplicity of notation, one can suppose Yap -f y*. Since the seminorm 
P;,~ is continuous in the topology TJrn, A), then sv(myena , A), = P”,,~(Y*,J --f 
PT?&4(Y*) = +%*a ? A), . It follows that sv(mVea , A),. = sv(m, , A), . 
COROLLARY 1. If0* is compact in the r,-topology, then 
Qa = B(%). 
COROLLARY 2. Let {An} be a sequence in a such that {A,) J, 4. I f  a.* is compact 
in the topology T,(m, A,), then there exists a sequence {y*,} in CT* such that 
svhna , A,), = sv(m, , A& . 
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Proof. Since A, = A, , then 
for ally* E (T*. Therefore, ~,(m, A,) < TV (m, A,). It follows that if u* is compact 
in T&M., A,), it is also compact in ~,(m, A,) for any n. By Proposition 12, for each 
A, there is Yap E u* such that 
Sv(mu*na , A,), = sv(m, ,A,), 
DEFINITION 9. A scalar-valued set function I/ on L%Y is said to be right 
continuous at the sequence {A,) of sets in L% if {A,) &$ implies {#(A,)) + 0. 
The set function m is v.s.r. if sv(m, , S), < 03 and sv(m, , .), is right continu- 
ous for any 01 > 0. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let {A,} be a sequence in Sl such that {A,} J I$, and suppose 
a* is compact in the topology Ta(m, A,). Let (y*,) be a sequence in u* such that 
svh*na , 4, = svh , A,), and let y  * E o* be an accumulation point of (y*,J 
in the topology T,(m, A,). I f  sv(m,,, , a), is right continuous, then sv(m, , .), is right 
continuous. 
Proqf. Suppose the contrary: sv(my*a , .) is right continuous and there exists 
E > 0 such that sv(m, , A,), > E for all n. Since y* is an accumulation point of 
(Yap), one can suppose for simplicity that Yap +y* in the topology T,(m, A,). 
There is then an integer N such that n > N implies 
P&4,(Y*n - y*) < E/2. 
It follows that 
P&4,(Y*n - y*) < E/2. 
Also, 
sv(mytn, , A,), = &.A,(Y*,,) < P~.A,(Y*~ - Y*) f  Pk,(Y*)* 
This gives 
sv(mvt, , A,), = &A,(Y*) 3 Sv(myt,,a y AA - f&.~,(Y*n - Y*) 
3 sv(m, , A,), - PL~,(Y*~ - Y*) 
>, E - E/2 = E/2. 
This contradicts the fact that sv(mVqcl, A,) converges to 0. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose (u*, To(m)) is compact for any CY > 0. Then m is v.s.~. 
if and only if rn,* is v.s.r. for any y* E u*. 
Let 2 be the class of all p-integrable sets A (p(A) < 00). For each 01 > 0 and 
each A E Z let m(A) E, = {m(A) e: ND(xae) < a}. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let M be the linear span of UiEl m(A) E, , The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(9 Co*, T,(m)) is a Hausdo$ space; 
(ii) M is dense in F; 
(iii) On u* the r,(m)-topology is stronger than the weak*-topology. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii). Suppose (u*, r&m)) is Hausdoti and R # F. There 
exists y E F such that y $ z. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is z E F* 
such that (y, z) = I and (x, z) = 0 for x E m. Pick a scalar X # 0 such that 
<y, z) = 1 and (x, z} = 0 for x E m. Pick a scalar X # 0 such that 1 X j ,< 
l/l\ x/I and consider y* = XX Then y* E u*, y* # 0, and (x, y*) = 0 for all 
XEM. For AE.%, 
F%A(Y*) = =h,~l, ,4 
= sup $I m,44 ei 11: A i disjoint sets of 2Y contained in A; 
For any i, At E 2 and Np(xA et) < N,(C xa,et) < 0~. So, m(A,) ei belongs to 
u sEP m(B) E, . It follows that C%L, m(AJ ei E M. Therefore, xi”_, m,,(Q ei = 
(C m(A,) e, , y*) = 0. Th is gives pkJy*) = 0 for y* in u*, y* # 0, and for 
an arbitrary A E g. Hence, Tel(m) is not HausdorK 
(ii) ---f (iii). Assume cl M = F. One has to prove that if y* E u* is limit 
of a sequence (Y*~ E u*) in the topology r,(m), it is also limit of that sequence in 
the weak*-topology; i.e., for every E > 0 and every y G F there exists N such 
that n >, N implies I(y, ,y*) - (y, y*)l < E. 
Any x E M can be written as x = &, him(Ai) e, with Ai E .Z and m(AJ ei E 
m(A,) E, . Since cl M = F, then given E > 0 and y E F, there exists x E M close 
toy, i.e., 
11 $I hm(Ad ei - Y /I < 44. 
Consider a neighborhood v = v,q *a* zr, of y*, where 
(1) 
vU~ = {ZEU*: P$.~JY* - z) < 6/2k I Xi I)* 
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Since y** --f y* . m T,(M), then there exists N such that n > N implies Y*,~ E z’, 
i.e., 
fk4i(YY2 - Y*> < l k I hi I , i = l,..., k. 
It follows that Cf=, / hi 1 ,$A<( Yap - y*) < c/2. In other words, 
k 
1 I 'i I SV(m(tf*n-~*)a 7 Ai), < E/Z* 
i=l 
Since m(Ai) ei E m(Ai) E, , then Np(xaCei) < 01. So, 
I m,(4) ei I < sv(mz, ,A& , .X EF+. 
Hence 
i I & I I m,(4) ei I < i ( Xi 1 sv(m,, , Ai)P, .ZeF*. 
i=l i=l 
This yields 
1 (i h(Ai) ei, Y*,, - y*) / < 42. 
I \iTIl 
(2) 
From (1) and from the inequality 
I( i i=l 
hm(Ai) ei - Y, Y*,, - y*) I I < fl Q+fi) ei - Y / (11 Y*n II + 11 Y* II> 
it follows that 
I( 5 &m(Ai) ei i=l -YY,Y”n -Yy” >I < r/2. (3) 
Equations (2) and (3) give 
I<Y,Y*n> - (Y,Y”)I < E* 
This finishes the proof. 
(iii) -+ (i). Suppose (u*, TJrn)) > (u*, wk*). Let (y*,J be a generalized 
sequence in u* and suppose y*% -+y* E u* in the T,(m)-topology. The fact 
T,(m) > wk* implies that y* is also of (y *J in the wk*-topology. Since (u*, wk*) 
is Hausdorff, then that limit is unique. Hence TJrn) is HausdorfI. 
PROPOSITION 15. Assume (a*, T,(m)) is Hausdor#. Tken (o*, T,(m)) is com- 
pact if and only if (u*, r,(m)) = (u*, wk*). 
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Proof. Assume (u*, am) is compact. Consider the identity mapping 
l,*: (u*, T&>> - c(J*, WA*). Since ((T*, TV) is HausdorB, then ~,Jrn) 3 wk*. 
Thus l,, is continuous. Consider now 1;:: (u*, wk*) + (u*, 7,Jm)). Let C be a 
closed subset of (a*, 7,(m)). Since (a*, 7,Jm)) is compact, then C is also compact. 
It follows that l,*(C) is compact in (u*, wk*). In a Hausdorff space, every com- 
pact in (u*, wk*). In a Hausdorff space, every compact subset is closed; then 
l,,*(C) is closed in (u*, wk*). Therefore, 1,;’ is continuous; i.e., I,?, is a homeo- 
morphism. Hence, (u*, ~Jrn)) = (a*, w/z*). 
Conversely, if (u*, T=(m)) = (u*, wk*), then (u*, T,(m)) is compact by the 
Alaoglu theorem. 
PROPOSITION 16. If (u*, TJ is HausdorfJ, then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
6) Co*, T=(m)) is Hausdorff; 
(ii) l2= = (n E Q: sv(mzI*, , .), = 0 implies sv(+, , .), = O}; 
(iii) On u* the Ta(m)-topology is stronger than the wk*-topology. 
Proof. That implication (i) imp2ies (ii) was shown in Proposition 14. 
For (iii) implies (ii) let us suppose (u*, T,(m)) > (u*, wk*). Let n be an 
arbitrary element of Sz, and let y* be an element ofF* such that sv(mV*= , .), = 0. 
For any A E ~29, 
sv(nyea , Ah = sup 
I 
/ $I ~(4) ei 1: disjoint sets of 23 contained in A; 
Since T,(m) > wk*, then F is equal to cl M, where M is the linear span of 
u AEP m(A) E, . So, there exists an element CL=, h,m(A’,) e’, E M close to the 
element CL, n(A,) ei of F, i.e., 
// i n(Ad ei - i &&A’,) elK I/ < E 
i=l k=l 
for an arbitrary E > 0. Since 
) (i n(h) ei ) Y*) 1 
i=l 




On the other hand 
It follows that 
/ tl %*CAi) ei j < E I !  Y” I !  * 
Hence, 
Therefore, 
4%*, 3 4, < E II Y * II for any E < 0. 
sv(nv*, ) A)g = 0 for any A E W. 
For (ii) implies (i), suppose ~Jrn) is not Hausdorff. Then there is y* E u* 
withy* # 0 such that p&,Jy*) = 0 for any A E 37. This gives sv(+, , .), = 0. 
By hypothesis sv(nyto: , A), = 0 for any n E Sz, and any A E W. Then (u*, T,) 
would not be HausdorE. 
Let B,(O, 4 = (f EL%+ N,(f) 6 4. 
LEMMA 7. A Hammerstein operator T: L&CL) -+F is compact ;f and only if 
its adjoint T* maps generalized sequences which converge in (u*, wk*) into general- 
ized sequences which converge in the topology of HP@(p)). 
Proof. T(B,(O, LX)) is a bounded subset of the Banach space F. Then 
T(B,(O, a)) is isometric to a bounded subset of C(u*), where u* has the weak*- 
topology. 
Suppose if {y*n}+y* in u* with respect to the wk*-topology, then 
{T*y*,} + T*y* in the topology of HP(Lg(p)), i.e., for every E > 0, there 
exists an index n, such that n > no implies 
/I T*y* - T*y*n Ilo < l . 
NONLINEAR INTEGRATION ON LP-SPACES 
Since 
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II T*Y* - T*Y*, Ilo = supW’*y*)f - (T*~*n)fll:f~ B,(O> a)) 
= supW(f), Y*> - C”(f), y*n>l:f~ R,P, 41, 
then i<T(f),y*) - <T(f),y*,)l < E for all f~ B,(O, a). It means that 
(T(f), ~“2 ---f (T(f), y*) uniformly for f E B,(O, a). As stated above, 
T(B,(O, a)) can be identified with a bounded subset K of C(a*). So T(B,(O, E)) 
is equicontinuous. By the Alaoglu theorem (o*, wk*) is compact. Therefore, 
T(B,(O, a)) is relatively compact by the ArzelP-Ascoli theorem and it follows 
that T is a compact operator. 
Conversely, suppose that T is a compact operator. Then T(B,(O, a)) is relat- 
ively compact. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, T(B,(O, a)), considered as a 
subset of C(a+), is bounded and equicontinuous. Thus, if (y*,J is a generalized 
sequence in (u*, zuk*) converging to y* E u*, then (T(f), y*,J + (T(f), y*) 
uniformly forfg B,(O, a). It follows that jl T*y** - T*y* /Ia converges to 0, i.e., 
TY * *n - T*y* in the topology of HP&@)). 
In the following theorem it is assumed that the measure space (S, 9?‘, ,u) and 
operators on L:(p) have the required conditions so that there is integral repre- 
sentation for such operators. 
THEOREM 6. Let T E HP(L&),F) and let m E N,[g, U(E,F)] be its 
representating measure. Assume (u*, Tb(m)) is a Hausdorff space for any 01 > 0. Then 
T is compact if and only ;f (u*, T&m)) is compact for any LY > 0. 
Proof. The adjoint T* of T is a linear mapping from F* into HP(L&)). 
For y*,, and y* in F*, T*y*% - T*y* = T*(y*, - y*). This operator on 
HP(Lg(p)) corresponds to my*n-y*. So, 
11 TRYST - T*y* Ilo: = sv(m(y*,--Y*)a, S), = &~(y*~ - y*). 
Let {Yap} be a generalized sequence in u* which converges toy* E u* in the 
weak*-topology. If T is compact, then by Lemma 7, // TRYST - T*y* /Ia -+ 0 
for any 01 > 0. It follows that &JY*~ - y*) -+ 0 for any A E B (since P%,~ = 
P”,,s). so, Y*n -Y * in the T,(m)-topology. Hence (u*, zulz*) 3 (u*, Ta(m)). Since 
cr*, rti(m)) is HausdorfI, then Ta(m) > wk* by Proposition 14. Therefore, 
iu*, T&4) = ( u*, wk*). This shows that (u*, T,(m)) is compact. Conversely, if 
(a*, T.(m)) is compact, then (u*, wk*) = (u*, Ta(m)) by Proposition 15. So, the 
sequence (Yap) converges to y* in the topology T,(m); i.e., ~y~,~(y*~ -y*) 
converges to 0 for any A E a. It follows that /j TRYST - T*y* 11. = 
P”,,s(Y*n - y*) converges to 0; i.e., the sequence (T*y*,) converges to T*y* 
in the topology of HP&(p)). By Lemma 7, T is a compact operator. 
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